Wed 10-10 -

I got up early as Althea + BNF had just. On way over Althea said to BNF that I had something to offer was smart + had seventh sense about things. He said oh you why wasn't there when MBU was after him. I said I tried to tell him something was up but I didn't know what. This is so true as I used to dream horrible things would happen to him but my dreams always seemed unrealistic so I'd try to tell him to do this or that - 'just to perceive & evaluate the things I heard from friends & pie but he always stopped me with - 'Who told you.' I don't bring me any gossip.' I can't deal with petty mess. - At that time pie Howard would talk freely + confidentially with me as they had always done. -- Little did I know in 84 things would be like they are. I'd even remind him of true fact -
most people who are not self starters will slow down and even self starters want clear direction & like to feel that someone is going to ask them about their work performance - that it's important psychologically to evaluate people so that we can know how they are being perceived & that we all need "goals & timetables". We do definitely disagree on methodology for an official review - I'd get mad when she'd get on an elevator & stop people wouldn't even bother to speak. Well I'd compare my feelings & behavior if I just happened to get on or the in presence of my supervisors now I can't imagine not speaking or something — I'd also tell them it was important to go on different jobs & just work around
As so many people didn't seem to even know for whom they worked, I said this from day one & each time I was rebuffed & stood to keep out because I didn't have the or a success record like this. I didn't know what I was talking about.

Many days I should have gone back on time but I guess all of these things. So I know who &

the things that are happening now are the manifestation of his basic resentment of me. It is growing the resentment & has spread because somehow, somehow I asked a question or made statement that Jerry & Howard told me once he didn't want them to talk with me & he said yes he told them that
How can he continue to think I am foolish enough to stay here forever or however long working a job as anyone but treated like I don't? For her to know — —

Let me stop as tears swell up when I think of the puppet like role I am playing — —

God help me, please.